
CLEAN-UP 
Long Overdue (Lost) Items 

Basic Overview 

Locate long overdue lost items 

 Use report 1854-Long Overdue Cleanup 

 Make sure a replacement cost is present 

 Pay attention to who owns the item 

Set Status to long overdue (lost) 

 Status may need unset then reset 

 Automatically checks the item in 

 Automatically charges the patron the cost of the item 

Clean Up patron account & item 

 Deal with accumulated fines based on your library’s policy 

 If it’s your item, decide whether to replace and/or discard 

Resolve issues with lending libraries 

 Remove the lending library from the situation by reimbursing them 

 Utilize Materials Replacement if applicable only as a last resort 

 



CLEAN-UP 
Long Overdue (Lost) Items 

Detailed Overview 
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Locate long overdue items. This can easily be done by running report 1854—Long Overdue Cleanup  
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CLEAN-UP 
Long Overdue (Lost) items are those that have been checked out and overdue for more than 100 days. These 

items are marked lost and left on the patron’s card. It’s important to clean these up to stop fines from unnecessarily 

calculating out of control, and to clear up outstanding overdue items.  

Step 1. Identify the outstanding items by running report 1854 - Long Overdue Cleanup 

Step 2. Go to the patron account via the link in the report 

Step 3. Make sure there is a replacement price for the item 

If no replacement price is present, add one via Edit Items. If the price isn’t locatable, make one up. This is very important! 

Step 4. Click the barcode to get to the item detail page 

Step 5. Remove current lost status (if necessary). Choose the empty space and click ‘Set 

Status’. 

Long Overdue (Lost) Items 
How-to 

http://staff.seknfind.org/cgi-bin/koha/reports/guided_reports.pl?reports=1854&phase=Run%20this%20report


Step 6. Apply the Long Overdue (Lost) status by choosing it then clicking ‘Set Status’ 

Step 7. Return to the patron account, notice the item is checked in 

Step 8. Negotiate the fine to fit your library’s policy. For cleanest results, writeoff original fine 

then create a manual invoice for the correct fine amount. 
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Charge for lost book created by 
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If the item is owned by a different library... 

 Exhaust every option to get the item back 

 Charge the patron with the above procedure 

 Fill out necessary paperwork for Materials Replacement if applicable (between 2 months and 1 year 

overdue) 

 Reimburse the owning library 

 When the owning library receives payment, they should add a non-public note to the item stating “Paid for 

by [Library] on [Date]” and change the status to ‘Lost and Paid For’ if desired 

Step 9. You can optionally delete your item at this point, or wait and delete them in a batch at 

a later date. Don’t delete items owned by other libraries! 


